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I. Introduction 

This report is .9. summary of progress made during the period March 1, 1979 to --
December l, 1979 under contract DE-AC02-79ER 10382 entitled "Local .Atomic 

and Electronic Structure in Glassy Metallic Alloys" from Department of Energy, 

Division of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Science Program. In Section II a brief. 

review of structure in metallic glasses is given as a background. In Section III, the 

experimental progress from our EXAFS studies during the past year is summarized. 

lti Section IV, the theoretical progress from our molecular orbital cluster studies of 

electronic structure is discussed. 

II. Structure of Metallic Glasses: A Brief Review 

To date most of the characterization of atomic arrangements in metallic 

glasses have been made using conventional techniques of x-ray diffraction(l,2). 

These measurements provide a statistically averaged description of the arrange

ments of atoms which are used for testing three dimensional structural models. 

The x:-ray interference function i(_g) of metal-metalloid glasses exhibits a shoulder 

on the high q side of the second peak. The atomic distribution function W(r) as well 

as the radial distribution function (RDF) obtained by Fourier transforming the 

intensity data contain a split double peak beyond the first maximum. The number 

of neighbors in the first coordination sphere varies from 10-13 depending on the 

system. The ratio of second to first near neighbor average distance is 1.7. Cohen 

and Turnbull(3) on the basis of their free volume theor/4) suggested that the 

random packing of hard spheres proposed by Bernal(j) for the structure of a 

monatomic liquid might be a good representation of the atomic arrangements in 

monatomic glasses. A high resolution RDF for this Bernal type of dense random 

packing (DRP) has been determined by Finne/6>. Using this DRP as a structural 

model, Cargill(6a) suggested that to a first approximation the structure of metal- J 
metalloid glasses could be represented by a random mixture of metal and metalloid 

in a Bernal DRP of hard spheres (DRPHS) of one size. Good agreement is obtained 

between the atomic distribution function obtained by Finney for DRP with a sphere 

diameter of 2.49A and that obtained experimentally from x-ray date by Cargill. for 

glassy Ni 76P24• In particular both have the split second evident in Figure (1). 

The doublet observed in the second peak in the RDF is a characteristic 

structural feature of glassy metals. A geometrical interpretation of its origin has 

~ 
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been proposed by Finney. In Figure (2) a plot of Finney's P (r) to three sphere 

diameters for DRP is shown. The sphere diameter is taken as 1.00. The first peak 

which is very sharp is due to spheres in contact. The peak at 1.99 diameter is 

attributed to the separation x between three collinear spheres shown in Figure (2)a~. 

Slight departure from collinearity shifts the maximum to below 2.00 sphere 

diameters. This is substantia ted by the sharp drop in p (r) slightly above r = 2.00. 

The peak at 1.73 is attributed to the characteristic distance y resulting from the 

arrangement of four atoms into coplanar equilaterial triangles sharing an edge y 

shown in Figure (2)b. Thus the split second peak simply arises from the short range 

structure characteristic of DRP. 

Bernal's DRP structure may be described as an assembly of polyhedral holes 

with atoms at the vertices and with edge lengths that are at most ·15% larger 

than the hard sphere diameter. Various types of holes were identified(5,7>. These 

are shown in Figure 3. These holes are surrounded by 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 

atoms. Based on Bernal's original findings, Polk(8) proposed a structural model for · 

transitioo metal-metalloid glasses having 80 at.% metal. In this model the 

transition metal would form a Bernal DRPHS and the metalloid would fill in the 

large 8 and 9 fold coordinated holes inherent in the structure. This simple model 

postulates (i) that each metalloid is surrounded by 8-9 metal atoms, (ii) that there 

is no metalloid-metalloid ·nearest neighbor and (iii) that the metal-metalloid 

distance will be smaller than the sum of the atomic radii of the atoms. 

III. EXAFS Results 

A variety of ferromagnetic metallic glasses of general composition (Fe,Co,

Ni)_ 80 (P,C,B,Si,Al)~ 20 are extremely strong in the as-cast state and deform 

plastically in bending without fracturing. However, when heated for relatively 

short times at temperatures well below their glass transition temperature, T , 

these alloys become brittle(9,10>. Auger analysis reveals regions of high pho~
phorus concentration on the fractured surface, indicative of phosphorus segregation 

at these low annealing tempera tures(ll). By removing phosphorus from the. alloys, 

the stability towards embrittlement is greatly enhanced as seen in Figure 4. 

Taking advantage of the atom-selectivity of the EXAFS technique, we initiated a 

series of EXAFS experiments to study the local structure and dynamics about the 

ferromagnetic metal a toms in a series of Fe40 Ni40 P20_xBx glasses as a function of 

·phosphorus content and annealing temperature. Spectra were recorded at 77K and 

300K and a typical scan is shown in Figure 5(a) . 

... 
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In EX AFS experiments the structural parameters of interest are the distance 

of separation r. of the jth shell of atoms from a chosen central atom participating J . 
in the photoelectron ab~rption event, the number Nj of atoms in the jth shell and 

their relative disorder a . which may be· static (structural) or dynamic (thermal). 
J . 

The type of jth atom can be identified in favorable cases from the backscattering 

amplitude t.(2k) in conjunction with a shell-by-shell back Fourier transform and 
J .· . 

curve fitting. Since EXAFS is dominated basically by local environment about a 

central a tom, structural information derived for amorphous. soiids like metallic 

glasses will be most detailed on the nearest neighbors for which j = 1. 

The normalized X. k vs. k (Figure 5(b)),. and its corresponding Fourier 

transform (Figure 5(c)) are given for the case of Niin glassy Fe40 Ni40s20 above its 

K-absorption edge at 8332.8eV. The Fourier transform which yields a radial 
0 

structure function is characterized by a dominant peak at 2.02.:!:_0.02A. The position . 

of this radial peak in all the radial structure functioos about both the Fe and Ni 

atoms in the series of amorphous Fe40 Ni40s20_xp x where x = 0, 10, 14, 20, remains 

invariant for EXAFS measurements at 77K and 300K. Also annealing for 2 hours 

below the glass temperature at 197, 250 and 325°C did not alter the position of the 

first radial peaks of Fe and Ni in the Fe40 Ni40s20 alloy. For distance determi-. 

nation we obtained empirical phase shift values for Ni-B and Ni-Ni in Ni
3

B, Ni-P 

and Ni-Ni in Ni2P, and Fe-P and Fe-Fe in Fe3P by comparing similar EXAFS data· 

in these compounds with available c:rystallographic data(l 2>. ThP. nvP.ragP. nP.nrP.~t 
neighbor distances in ternary Fe40 Ni40s20 and Fe40 Ni40 P20 glassy alloys are giveri 

in Table 1. These values are consistent with results in the partial structure factor 
' 0 

measurements on binary Fe-P and Ni-P amorphous alloys: Fe-P = 2.38A, Fe-Fe -= 
Q . n n 

2.61A, Ni-P = 2.35A and Ni-Ni = 2.55A. 

From the temperature variation of the magnitude of the first Fourier peak 

we define a change of disorder 6a
2 about the nearest neighbor coordination shell: 

!!.a 
2 

=a ~OOK- a~7 • This quantity is plotted as a fractional change tJ.J.f 1
7

K with 

respect to a low temperature state at 77K for both the· Fe and Ni atoms in 

Fef0Ni40s20_xP x in Figure 6. With increased phosphorus content in the alloy, 

!J.a I a~7k for Ni increase monotonically. For the Fe atoms, however, 6r}/ ~?K 
decreases initially with phosphorus addition and increases above x = 10. This 

suggests t~t when x > 10 addition of phosphorus enhances dynamics decoupling of 

both atoms with their nearest neighbor coordination shell. The dynamic disorder .· 

data· is consistent with Auger spectroscopic observation of phosphorus segregation 

associated with mechanical embrittlement in phosphorus-containing alloys • 

.. 
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The Polk model for metal-metalloid glass structure is heavily focused on the 

metalloid environment and specifies its local structure in some detail. A number of 
.. 

diffraction studies have been attempted to determine the metalloid environment in 

these glasses with special effort at detecting metalloid-metalloid avoidance. The 

results, though consistent with Polk's postulate, usually are not definitively 

conclusive. This is due to a variety of experimental reasons such as lack of a 

complete set of partial distribution functions (e.g. P MM' P MX and P XX in a ~· 

binary M-X glass), or low signal-to-noise ratio due to low metalloid concentration 

used. However, the metalloid environment can easily be studied by EXAFS since 

this technique is a tom specific. 

In ferromagnetic amorphous alloys the metalloid constituents (B,P,Si) com

monly encountered are too light to be studied by EXAFS with the x-ray synchrotron 
. -· 

radiation at Stanford due to ab~rption ·of the Be windows below 3.5keV. We, 

therefore, substituted half of the B with Ge in a binary Fe80s20 glass and used the 

heavier metalloid to probe the metalloid environment in ferromagnetic glassy 

alloys for the first time. The Fourier transform of the normalized EXAFS above the Ge 
0 

K-edge yield predominately a single peak centered at ~ 2.40A after correcting for 
0. 

phase shift. This radial peak in the region 1 to 3A is back Fourier transformed to 

momentum-space and is plotted in Figure 7. Using the values calculated by Teo 

and Lee03>, we plotted the theoretical backscatter amplitude function for both Fe 

and Ge normalized to. the maximum of the back transformed envelope. It is seen 

that the observed first shell envelope coincides quite nicely with the theoretical 

backscattered amplitude of Fe (open circles) and not at all with that for Ge 

(crosses), which exhibits a maximum at higher k. This conclusively demonstrates . 

that there is no Ge-Ge nearest neighbor pair in the Fe 80s 10Ge 10 glass in 

accordance with Polk's model. 

Another important experimental result is the finding that the metal-metal

loid distance is less than the sum of their atomic radii in conformity with Polk's 

model. Except for the case of Pd-Si glass where high resolution neutron diffraction 

data exist, determinations of metal-metalloid distance were solely made with 

EXAFS. Our results for Fe-Ni alloys together with the literature values for Pd

Ge(l4a) and Pd-Si alloys(1 4) are given in Table 2. Of particular interest is the 

observation that the measured metal-metalloid distance is more closely approxi

mated by the sum of the covalent radii of the atom pair. The combined results of 

dynamic disorder and "shortened" distance from its nearest metal neighbors are. 

strongly indicative of chemical ordering about the metalloid atom in the metal-
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metalloid glasses. The nature of such chemical interaction has not been investi

gated until the present theoretical work, which is briefly summarized in the next 

section. 

The 8 to 9-fold coordination of the metalloid by metal in metal-metalloid 

glasses appears to be a common occurrence in accordance with Polk's model. · 

However, there are exceptions. Suzuki, and coworkers(14) using a high resolution 

pulsed neutron diffraction technique showed that the coordination of Si and Pd 

atoms in Pd-Si glasses varies from 6 to 7 with decreasing Si content and 

extrapolates to 9 at pure (hypothetical) amorphous Pd. Boudreaux(l 5) also 

observed in his computer simulation studies that in Fe-B glass the B coordination 

by Fe atoms is no higher than 7 over the glass composition range of 24-15 at.% B. 

There is, however, a discrepancy between the neutron data and computer calcula

tion for Pd-Si glass, in that the latter predicts a higher than 8-fold coordination of 

Si by Pd atoms. The change from 6-fold to 8-9 fold coordination around the 

metalloid may be rationalized on the basis of size ratio of the metalloid and metal. 

The larger the r xlrM ratio, the more metal atoms can be accommodated as nearest 

neighbors around the metalloid atom before excess coulombic repulsion sets in. The 

atom radius ratios for the P-Fe, Ge-Pd, Si-Pd and B-Fe pairs are 1.01, 1.00, 0.96 

and 0.77, respectively. Radius ratios below 1.00 give the lower 6-fold coordination 

as in the case of Pd-Si and Fe-B glasses. 

Referring back to Figure 5c, which shows a Fourier transform of the 

normalized k for Ni in a Fe40Ni40B 10 glass. The Fourier peak at 2.0A 

(uncorrected for phase shift) consists of contributions from nearest-neighbor Ni-Ni, 

Ni-Fe as well as Ni-B pairs which may be sorted out by inverse-Fourier trans

forming the first radial structure peak back to k-space and carefully curve fitting 

to evaluate the respective distance of separation and coordination ·of atom pairs. 

We have developed computer routines to perform such curve fitting to extract 

quantitative structural information about the metal constituents in glassy Fe40-

Ni40B20 and Fe40 Ni40 P20 glassy beyond those obtained by the Fourier transform. 

Amorphous Fe75B25 is an excellent experimental system for studying t~e 

metal environment in metal-metalloid glasses, since it can be annealed at low 

temperature to crystallize06) homogeneously into a single Fe3B phase, which is 

isostructural to tetragonal Fe3P07>. Thus using the crystal as a model com.pound, 

one can hope to gain better quantitative insight into the local structure about the 

metal in amorphous Fe75B25 by measuring the Fe EXAFS spectrutn. We plan, to 

carry out this study in the coming year. 
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A natural extention of EXAFS studies of metallic glasses would be to the 

metal-metal glasses for which there is no adequate structural model(l). By proper 

choice of systems, the EX AFS of both metal constituents can be measured and 

their individual local structure determined so that the nearest neighbor environ;_ 

ment in the system is completely defined. (This contrasts with the necessary . 
substitution of heavy metalloid a toms for a complete structure analysis in the 

EXAFS structurally complex ternary systems described above). Furthermore, 

structural variation with concentration may also be studied systematically since 

metal-metal glasses are known to have a much larger range of composition of glass 

formation. 

IV. Theoretical Studies of Cluster Models of Amorphous Metal Alloys 

Over the last ten years, coosiderable effort has been devoted to the 

modelling of amorphous metals and alloys by the dense random packing of hard 

spheres (DRPHS) and extensions thereof(ls). As discussed in Section n, there now 

appears to be a consensus that a reasonable first order description of the structure 

for metal-metalloid alloys (for metalloid concentration - 2096) is achieved by 

considering the metal atoms as making up a DRPHS matrix with the larger 

interstitial sites occupied by the metalloid atoms (at least for metalloids the size 

of B or P). Figure 3 shows the various interstitial environments to be found in a 

DRPHS structure; they are the well known Bernal polyhedra first used by Bernal to 

discuss the local structure of simple liquids(5). . 

In spite of the fact that there has been some suspicion that some metalloids 

·may have a strong chemical interaction with the metal atoms surrounding them in 

the various polyhedra (see Figure 3); there have been no theoretical studies of the 

electronic structure and bonding in such environments until the present wo~k. 
During the first phase of this study we have concentrated on the. smallest 

polyhedron - the tetrahedron (see Figure 3), even though this may not be the most 

favorable environment for a metalloid atom in an actual amorphous metal. The 

reason for this initial focus on the tetrahedron is simply that a number of 
. . 

important conceptual and computational questioos c;:an be addressed with a 

minimum of computational time and expense. Among these questions are: 

1. to what extent can we expect significant bonding between the metal

loid and metal atoms? 

2. 'What is the nature of the orbitals close to the Fermi level - are they 

pure metallic or do they involve bonding between the metal and 

metalloids? 
... 
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is it necessary to carry out spin polarized (i.e. magnetic) calculations in 

order to properly describe metalloid bonding in iron and nickel alloys? 

4. can small clusters mimic some of the known magnetic trends observed 

in Fe-Ni-B-P systems? Which ones? How well? 

Obviously the answers to these questions are important to obtain for small systems 

before embarking upon larger computations. 

We have carried out calculations for all of the clusters listed in Table 3. 

Detailed discussions of the results of these calculations wi11 be included in 

manuscripts presently in preparation and which will be submitted for publication. 

·For· the present purposes it is nonetheless worthwhile to summarize a few 

highlights of the studies thus far and show how they indicate some new directions 

which we believe should be pursued during the coming year. We wiU first, however, 
0 . 

consider a specific example, Fe4B with Fe-Fe distance of 2.49A, to show how 

information is extracted from the calculations. 

Spin-polarized self-consistent field Xa scattered wave calculations for the 

Fe4B cluster. yield the electronic energy levels shown in Figure 8. · The levels· 

labelled + are the majority spin orbitals and those labelled + are the minority spin · 

orbitals. The dashed levels are unoccupied and the solid levels are occupied. The 

highest occupied levels contain arrows representing the occupancy of these levels, 

and each orbital is labelled according to the irreducible representation of the T d 

point group under which its wave function transforms. The diagram in the upper 

right. hand corner shows the geometry of the cluster and the plane in which the· 

orbital wave functions below it are plotted. We find in this case as in the other 

metalloid-metal clusters studied that there is substantial bonding of the metalloid 

to the surrounding metal atoms. This bonding -occurs in the nondegenerate la1 
level (B 2s interacting with Fe 3d) shown in Figure 8 and in the triply degenerate 

1 t2 level (B 2p interacting with Fe 3d) with one of its orbital components shown in 

Figure 8. Similar orbital plots (not shown here) demonstrate that the t2 levels · 

around the highest occupied level do not contain any significant B contributions;· 

thee and t 1 levels do not contain any B contributions by symmetry. 

An approximation to the saturation magnetization per metal atom for an 

Fe80s20 alloy can be obtained from the simple Fe4B clusters model by the 

following: 

Moment (in bohr magnetons/metal atom) = 
g-factor x (no. of t spins- no. of + spins)/no. of metal atoms. 

= 1.84~6 /metal atom. This compares with the value of 1.94 B for Fe
80

B
20 

obtained in our ~b<;>ratories(l9). On increasing Fe-Fe separation of the cluster we 
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find that the magnetic moment increases dramatically. Although there is evidence. 

that this increase is qualitatively correct, our calculations over-estimate the 

magnitude of the magnetic moment for clusters containing a metalloid and .only Fe 

atoms~ For .the cases of Ni 4 and Ni2Fe2 with metalloid atoms the behavior is much 

rriore realistic. For example, at the larger metal~metal distance we obtain for the 

s:ries Ni2Fe2, Ni2Fe2B, Ni2Fe2P the following magnetic moments 1.65, 1.38 and 

0.83 respectively. These can be compared to the observed values for Ni 50 Fe 50 
(crystalline alloy) Ni 40Fe40s20 (amorphous alloy) and Ni40Fe40P 20 (amorphous 

alloy) of 1.65, 1.31 and 1.08 respectively.· Thus the proper trend is satisfactorily 

reproduced even with these simple model clusters. 

Let us now return to summarize some of the principal findings of the· 

calculations particularly as they regard the questions posed above. We find 

1. there are significant metalloid-metal bonding interactions in all clus

ters studied.· 

2. for the systems under consideration, the orbitals immediately in the 

3. 

4. 

vicinity of the Fermi Level contain little or no interaction between the 

metal and metalloid atoms, and thus 

a discussion of the bonding between metalloid and metal atoms for. 

these alloys can be reliably obtained by considering spin-restricted (i.e. 

non-magnetic) calculations. 

even with the small clusters considered thus far reasonable trends in 

magnetic moments can be obtained fo,r system which are not dominated 

by iron. 

The first conclusion is consistent with recent EXAFS measurements(20) 

described in the previous section and neutron diffraction studies(l 4) which show that 

the metal-metalloid distances are much closer to the sum of covalent radii than 

they are to a sum of atomic radii, and in fact one can attribute these observations 

to the metal-metalloid bonding interactions found from the calculations. Co~

clusions 2) and 3) allow us to study larger Bernal polyhedra, such as the N =. 8 

. polyhedron of Figure 3, without doing the more expensive spin-polarized calcula

tions if we wish· to concentrate on chemical bonding effects. 

In fact such calculations for larger clusters have now been initiated, in 

particular for the N = 8 cluster of Figure 3 which is shown on an expanded scale in 

Figure 9. In Figure 10, we show the computed tOtal valence charge density for an 

.. 
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Ni8 cluster. The plane of the plot is such that is bisects the nuclei of atoms 

labelled 1, 7, 8, 4, in Figure 9. It can be clearly seen from Figure 10 that the 

bonding between atoms (1 and 7), (7 and 8) and (4 and 8) is considerably greater 

than between atoms 1 and 4. However, when a boron atom is inserted into the Ni8 
polyhedron at its center, the computed valence Charge density obtained is shown in 

Figure 11. The contour. values are the same as those in Figure 10 and each 

successive contour moving inward represents a .charge density twice as great as the 

previous contour. Figure 11 shows ·significant changes in the bonding from Figure. 

10. The boron atom forms bonds to the four closest Ni atoms (1 and 4 in Figure 11 

and 2 and 3 above and below the plane of this figure) but somewhat .weakens the 

bonding between nickel atoms 1, 7 and 4, 8. This effect is found to be even greater 

for the case of phosphorus in Ni8• Such effects will undoubtedly be very important 

in understanding the radial distribution functions (RDFs) obtained from EXAFS 

experiments as these bonding considerations will affect the metalloid-metal 

distances in the first and second coordination shells about the metalloid atom. 

We intend to pursue the nature of these bonding effects during the coming 

year for some of the more relevant polyhedra of Figure 3 (i.e. N = 8, 9, 10 

clusters). We intend to investigate Fe and Ni clusters as well as mixed Fe~Ni 

· clusters with B and P metalloids. Some of the questions which we believe should be 

addressed in our studies for the next year are: 

1. How does the metalloid's tendency to form bonds with certain metal 

atoms affect the various metalloid-:-metal distances, in pure iron en

vironments, in pure nickel environments, in mixed metal environments? 

What are the systematics for the NiwFe-P-B class of alloys? Can this 

information be used to interpret RDFs more uniquely? 

2. Why is it that two metalloid atoms never seem to be nearest neigh
bors(8)? 

3. If properties are calculated for various local environments, how can the· 

information be combined to obtain a description of •ibu11<1' amorphous 

behavior? 

. ,·-
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TABLE 1 

·o 

Metal-Metal and Metal-MetalJoid Distances (in A) 
in Glassy Fe40 Ni40~20 and Fe40 Ni40f 20 

Fe40Ni40B20 Fe40Ni40p20 

r' t:.r r r' 6.r r. 

Fe-B 1.75 Fe-P 1.70 .56 2.26 

Fe-Fe 2.02 Fe-Fe 2.02 .61 . 2.63 

Ni-B 1.75 .30 2.00 Ni-P 1.70 .60 2.30 

Ni-Ni · 2.02 .49 2.51 Ni-Ni 2.02 .45 ·2.47 

r' = ·position of peak or shoulder in radial structure function; 6.r = phase shift value~ from 

Ni 3B, Fe3P and Ni2P. Actual distance r = r~ + 6. r. Er~ors in the metal-metal and metal-. 

metalJoid distances are estimated to be 0.05 A and 0.10 A respectively. · 

... 
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TABLE 2 

Distance of separation, rX M' between unlike atoms in metal-metalloid 
and metal-metal glasses Cfe·termined by EXAFS and comparison with 

.atomic and covalent radii addivity. 

G 

Glass Atom rx (A) Expt 
System Type Atomic Covalent (exp~aJ) Type 

Fe40Ni40p20 Fe 1.26 1.17 
p . 1.28 1.06 

2.54 2.23 2.26 EXAFS 

Fe40Ni40p20 Ni . 1.24 1.15 
p 1.28 1.06 

2.52 2.21 2.21 EXAFS 

Fe40Ni408 20 Ni 1.24 1.15 
B .98 .82 

2.22 1.97 2.00 EXAFS 

Pd
80

Ge
20 

·. Pd 1.37 1.28 
. Ge 1.37 1.22 

2.74 2.50 2.49+0.1 EXAFS 

Pd80si:lO Pd 1.37 1.28 
Si 1.32 1.11 

2.69 2.39 . 2.40 Neutron 

.• 
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TABLE 3 

CLUSTERS FOR WHICH CALCULATIONS ARE COMPLETED+ 

Ni P 4 

+For each cluster, calculations have been carried out for at least two 
metal-metal distances 2.491-. and 3.47A. Spin-polarized (i.e. magnetic) 
calculations have been carried out for all clusters. 

•' ... 
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